
 

Black Showcase Extra Vision Maryland 

 
Bring the magic of glass showcases into your business 
 
Mirror doors are famous displays used in homes and offices to store stuff for showcasing 
it pleasingly. They are versatile to use inside homes in places such as living rooms, study, 
and other spaces. Similarly, these tempered glass displays can be used in offices and 
shops for the advertisement of different products. These sliding doors are easy to fit in 
any space wherever you want. For meeting your marketing goals, you can utilize top-
notch showcases Maryland offered by Media Store Display. We are offering a 
contemporary range of exhibition cabins varying in sizes from 48 and 70 inches. 
 
Present your stuff without littering 
 
You would never want to present an image of a cluttered store where products and 
inorganized and are placed sparsely. Customers would certainly not want to re-visit your 
store if you have made such a bad impression on them at first sight. Therefore, we are 
providing you with our innovative black showcase extra vision Maryland to have a 
litter-free presentation of stuff. You can keep your products inside the cabin made of 
aluminum and fitted with glass doors with locks. Thus, you don’t have to manage the 
space to exhibit your products and can display them strikingly. 
 
Add appeal to your store 
 

https://storefixturesplus.com/showcases/
https://storefixturesplus.com/product/black-showcase-extra-vision-48in/


Undoubtedly, when you place a gorgeous-looking black showcase inside your store, 
people will notice it. The glasses have a natural influence to attract the viewers. So, when 
visitors enter your commercial space, they cannot escape from the attention-grabbing 
reign of the showcase. Thus, the clear transparent glass will present the inside stuff 
appealingly to the viewers. You can place these showcases in Maryland showrooms at 
different corners. Thus, visitors will definitely want to view the merchandise placed under 
these displays. It will ensure the most striking ad of the products and they will be noticed 
by potential buyers. 
 
Perfect for night time advertising 
 
If your store is located in a busy street where the footfall of visitors is high, you can yield 
the advantage of marketing. Our black showcase with extra vision Maryland can 
present your stuff impressively during the night. It is designed with LED lights that can 
clearly showcase your products even during the night. You can keep the showcase on 
the edge of the glass door of your showroom to exhibit special products to street passers. 
This will definitely bring their interest in your business when they closely observe your 
marketing idea. 
 
Get more storage space 
If your store is not enough big in size to fit racks for displaying products, you can use our 
glass showcases Maryland. These display units come with 2 glass shelves that can be 
used to show the stuff. These units are easy to place together for displaying a special 
range of clothes, accessories, beauty, and other materials. Thus, without thinking about 
much storage space, these display units can resolve your issue of keeping the stuff in 
less space. Also, the glass of these units has embedded with locks for secure storage. 
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